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The judgmern in the case of Shewwt Ghizaw Ingida Work v- Nigatu Yhner'
deals with a problem of great concern -to Ethiopians, and of importance for the
dcvelopment of legal systems generally. It concerns the relationship between a
newly promulgated co& and the religious law that previously governed some of
the matters dealt with by the code: how. if at all, is the religious law displaced
by the new code?

The situatio*n as it ariscs in the Ethiopian context is as follows: Prior to the
promulgation of the Civil Code* a body of laws known as the FeTha Negast was
the basis of Christian Ethiopian law. rnt contained both religious and temporal
laws. but with religious overones throughout. The Fetha Negasn makes specific
rc!Fcrnces to the holiness of any marriage contracted under the authority of the
Etbiopian Orthodox Church. Any Christian Ethiopian who entered into such a
marriage understood that, according to the precepts embraced by the faith and
emibodied in the Fetha Neas-, dissolution of his marriage would be possible in
only a few limited eases, where grounds existed to justify annulment of the
marriage bond"-I And, he understood, determination that such grounds existed could
be made, and his marriage could be dissolved, only by Church authorities. Civil
authori es would play no role.

This religious form of marriage was not the only one recognized in the Empire
prior to the Code. however. One could also enter into a marriage by complying
with the custom of a given community (a customary marriage), by following the
prescribed rites of another religion, or by having the proper local governmental
authority sanctify the marriage on behalf of the State (a civil marriage). Dissolution
of thesc marriages, likewise, was governed by the institutions which had contributed
to their formation.

In. its articles relating to marriage, the Civil Code has drawn from the more
stable rules of Ethiopian "customary"-s laws. In doing this the Code has recognized

Faculty of Law, Ha.le Selassic I Univrsity.
I Journal of Ethiopian Luw, Vo4. 1I (1966) 390-
2 Prcclamation No. 165 of 1960 Negadr Gazeta extraordimry issue
3 See, LowUeitD. The Pal Systm of Eftiopba, Vc 11 (190) 383.

Graven I., The Penal Code of the Empire of Ethiopia, Iournl ot Eidhiopifa Law, VoL 1,
(1964) 207.

4 Chaptn- XXIV Sction 6, The marriage which may be dinsoved (Engtish ranslation Abba
Paios Tsadua, editrd by Mr. Peter L Strauss, under the auspices of Faculty of law,
Haile Sela s-it I Unversity, 1967) the ground cited are
I) If the husband and wife cboose a rligima life;
2) If one of the spouse refused to perfoam the marital union:
31 A manage in which mutual help is not atmined, that is:

, - performance of adultery;
b) damage to the life of one of the &pouse.

5 Scc ArTs. 666, 668 and 676-680. These are the Artiles tht inTdue the .amily arbhiw-
tOrs The at] trtors, wre a strong institution under the costmary law of Rdhiopia,
known as the "shimikjob" litenfly, "old men." but implying older men of the comn-
nunitv who knew how dcisions involving persoral status should be made.
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all three of the above-mentioned forms of marriagA set down specific coaditions
common to all forms of marriage7 and dealt with the problem of dissolution of a
marriage.

In dealing with the problem of dissolution, the Code has incorporated what
may appear to be contradictory principles regarding thc continued function of
religious bodies and rules. Art- 662 states.

(1) The causes and effects of dissolution of marriage shall be the same which-
ever the form of celebration of the marriage,

(2) In this respect, no distinction shall be made as to whether the marriage
was celebrated before an officer of civil status or according to the for-
malities prescribed by religion or custom-

This provision, read alone, seems to state that religious authorities have no role
whatsoever when issues regarding dissolution of marriage arise, It also seems to
state that any married person, whatever the origin of his marriage bond, can avail
himself of the grounds and procedures for dissolution set out in the Code. These
grounds and procedures would lead to dissolution of marriage in a far greater
numbe7 of cases than those of, for evample. the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.

On the other hand, in Art 671, ic has provided that

-There is also a serious cause for divorce when a marriage contracted
according to the formalities of a religion has been declared null by the
religioux authority."

This might be taken to suggesit that the relevant religious authorities are the ones
who must decide any issue of dissolution regarding a religious marrage. and
that they may do so in accordance with the relevant religious rules.

The apparent conflict between these provisions was before the Supreme
Imperial Court in the Shewan Ghizav lngida Work case. The petition<r filed her

6 David, Le Droit d4 la Famife dans le Code civil dthiopiart (1967) p. 5,
Art 577. Various kinds of mnage-
1) Marriagcs may be oonn-ted befoe an officer of civil Satus,
2) Marriages contracted acoordiag to the religion of the partics or to local custom sball

also be valiAd under this Code
Art. 578 Civil marriage.

A civil mariage shall take place w hn a man and a woman have apwed before
the office of civil status for the piropc of contacting marriage and the officer of dvil
status has received thebr respective conseinL
Art. 579. Religious mar-riage.

A religious mariage shall Etake p iae when a, uan and a. wnan have performed such
act- or rites as are deemed to constitute a valid mardage by their religion or the religion
of anee of then
Art 5SO. Marriage according to custom

A etstuxary mariage h5-mll -take place when a man and a woman perform such rita
as consitute a permanar union btween such man and woman uider the rues of the
community to wth they belcug or to which one of them belmogs.
Ats. 581-596 Civil Code. These prviions inchide rfe s to ae, (c-
sangiirdty or affinity), bigamy e,,
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ptitioo for the terminAtion of her marriage with the Fig Court.8 On disputed
facts, the court found that her marriage, cetbrated before the Invasion. had been
in accordance with the rites of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. From this, the
Court held. it followed that she must go to the religious authorities, who, in its
view, had the poywer to deal with dissolution issues. Only if these authorities found
religifOus grounds for action would a divore be possible. On appeal the Supreme
Impeial Court affirmed the High Court's decision, with one judge dissenfin.

The court dealt eloquently with 'the problem at hand. and in fact went beyond
the petition for divorce to consider the general problem of what law now cmtrols
a matter previously considered as coming under the jurisdiction of the religious
authorities, but presenly tinted in detail in the Civil Code. The majority took
the position that where a petition for divorce involves a religious marrias, Art.
671 controls. Its interpretation was thus the second mentioned above, that one who
enters a religious marriaw is required by Art. 671 to take his case for dissolution
to the religious authorities and establish his right to disolutioa in teras of the
governing religious dogma. In the case of Woizero Shewan Ghizaw. married under
the rites of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, this meant that she must go to the
Ecclesiasticmal Council and seek to obtain an annulment. Then and only then coud
she seek through the High Court. and the family arbitrators she would appoint
to obtain a civil dissolution, or divorce. under Art. 671. Art. 671 was thus inter-
preted as bringing re-Code religio*s praice. bodily into the Code, and continuing
it as the only source of dissolution for one who had contracted his marriage in
religious rites. The Court phrased this conclusion in terms of jurisdiction, stating
that, at least in the first instance, it is to the religious authorities -here the
Ecclesiastical Counil - rather than the High Court that the petitioner for dis-
solution of a religious marriage must go.

The presiding Justice in his dissent. on the other hand, arud that no matter
what the previous law had been, one now must go direcly to the most relevant
articles of the Civil Code, which in his view were Art. 673 and those following
it.9 He. too, based his opinion on a concept of "jurisdiction" but his conclusion.
basud in large part on Art. 662. quoted above, was that only the courts have
ijrisdietion over issues of dissolution. Kowing that this conclusion that Civil
Law predominates over rligious dogma on issues of dissoMion, might offend
many, he was at pains to note that it was the law - and not his own personal
prejudices - which required the conclusion he reached.

The jurisdictional aspects of the dispute permeate the arguments. The majority
opinion referst to that part of the Fel/a Negas: which gives py'ietsts the authority
to make judicial decisions. However. as ft Fatha Negagt and the Civil Code borh
refer to the dissolution of maTriages, it is not clear on its faem whether the religious
authorities still have the authority to dissolve a marriae for civil purposes. The
minority also makes reference to the Fetha Negat, but only to illustrme the

8 It would have seemed that the petitioner should have fied with the family arbitrators
in amordanee with Arts. 674-676. but it also semnm that the reason the pefdluu ed
with the ig Court immediately was to ask the own-t as a matter of law wher she
sioiild insdtute the petition for divorom

9 Art. 673 ff. rfcer to te functions of the family arbitrator and th procdus through
which one must go in order to dissolve a mariage

10 Journal of Ethiopian Law, VoL I (1966) p. 393.
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.rnited type of jurisdiction that. in the view of the dissenting Justice, the religious
authorities may assume over a case involviag the dissolution of a marriagc. The
minority opinion states that only where a religious issue - such as, for example,
marriage within a religiously prohibited degree - is involved may the religious
authorities assume jurisdiction. But even then the religious authorities may amna]
the marriage only for the purpoes of the Church; it must still be considered by
the temporal authority if it is to be dissolved for civil 'purposes. Once the religious
authorities do annul, their action is to be considemd a srious caise for divorce"
and dealt with immediately.'2 However if a petitioner can sawiR' somc other
conditions for divorce, he. is not required to obtain an order of annulment, even
1hough his marriage is a religious one.

The majority also refer to Art. 10 oaf Decree 2 of 1942 - to show that "the
Church has a private jurisdiction over the congregation wnder which it can deal
with the members by way of confession and inflict penalties," They intrpret this
to mean that in any dispute involving the Church, the religious authority has
exclusive jurisdiction. However. the majority refused to interpret a later part of
the same article, which refers matters of civil (temporal) jurisdiction to the
government courts. The majority dismisses that passage by saying that the petition
at hand is not the type of conflict that is meant by that passage, even though in
other types of conflicts that are truly temporal but have religious overtones. "'the
Ecclesiastical Council may propose men who are capable of civil (temporal)
jurisdiction but they shall be appointed by the Emperor."

This last-quoted language would seem by itself to destroy the argument of
the majority. It seems to mean that there are problems that arise in the Ethiopian
law for which the basic jurisdiction is the government-appoinued court, but in
which a special knowledge of the religious sources of -he law is most relevant;
in such cases the Ecclesiastical Council may exercise their power to recommend
persons for judicial positions where they might exercise this special knowledge.
but it is the temporal law and the temporal courts which govern. In thus relieving
the Church of its former judicial power, Art. 10 formed part of the complete
judicial reform that started when Emperor Haile Sellassie I returned from his
Fascist-impomed exile in the United Kingdom. It was soon after his retrn - early
in a period of reform which has extended through the promulgation of the Revised
Constitution of 1955 and following Codes to the pcesent'4 - that the Church lost

II Art. 671. Civ. C.
12 Under a scrious cause for divorce the nily a'bitrtuts have only one month within

which to make an order for divorce; whereas'if it is a "otir caue" for divonr, which
would be anything that is not "serWivu the arbitltors ean take tip to a ywr bdorc
Acting.

13 Regulations for the administration of the Church De- No- 2 of 1943 Art. t0, Negarlt
Gazeta of November 30, I942. This Articde is entitled "lgl Jurisdictn"; It tn goes
on to say that "private' jasictxm exists over the congregato, but differentiata this
rm iurisdiction in matters that they call -ivil (temporal) juctio,

14 Penal Code of 1957.
Civil Code of 1960,
Commercial Code of 1961,
Maritime Code of 1961.
Criminal Procedure Code of 1961,
Civil Procedure Cod Of 196 and
Code of Evide.c now in preparation.
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a great deal of its former power. The above mentioned Ar. 10 seems to be the-
single most important factor in this withdrawal of power. The fact that the
majority opinion merely questions what that Aeticle did cannot obscure that the
COurLq were abiding by its language long before this case was decided. It seems
clear that the purely religious jurisdiction left to the Church would only be over
those matters that could be classified as religious in nature, where the Church
imposes only spiritual pealities. such -as prayer, fasts, meditation and the like.' 5 :

The basic issue is complicated by the special legal recognition which had been
given in Ethiopia to a religious minority, Islam. Special courts were set up to
deal with disputes involving the personal relations of a Muslim.16 The specia
rules of Islam were incorporated into the law of Ethiopia becaur of thfe number
of Muslims who am nationals of the Empire. The majority in Shewan Chizaw-
argued that, because special religious oriented rules were allowed for Muslims.
Chdsimians should equally be allowed to fall back upon their religious dogma in..
legal matters. It may be noted however, that tho Court's equal treatment logic
may be correct, and yet not support its result. The articles we have been referring
to refer even-handedly -o "religious marriages." They do not specify the Ethiopian
Orthodox Religion, the Islamic Religion or any other. Thus, the Code probably
does have equal respect for all religions. This is not to say, however, that the
rule the Code adopts regarding religious practice is the one the majority chooses .
that religious grounds and procedures are the only bases for dissolution of religious
marriages. It is perfoctly consistent with the equality notion to argue, as did the
dissent, that all persons, whatever their religion. may obtain a dissolution not
only when an annulment has been proclaimed by the relevat religious authority,
but a so on any other basis recognized by the Civil Code. This. indeed, is exactly
what Art. 662 appears to mean when it states

(1) The causes and effects of dissolution of marriage shall be the same which-
ever the form of celebration of the marriage.

(2) In this respect, no distinction shall be made to whebther the marrage was
celebrated before an officer of civil status or according to the formalities-
prescribed by religion or custom.

One would think that this language would put an end to the assertion that
only the Church authorities can exercise authority over dissolution of religious
marriages. Howevenr, the religious authorities feel that the basis of their authority
comes from a set Ct religius law (Ferha Negan) that remains supreme. One must
agree with their contention that the religious dogma does have a certain "mystical'"
quality which controls the actions of its adherents; but it is the government's body
of laws that declares the legal effect of dissolution of marriage and this same body
of laws declares through the whole of these provisions, that dissolution is in the-
competence of the civil authodty.'

15 Journal of Ethiopiau Law, VoL UT (1966) p- 396. This Is as the minority Co*nsirs iL
16 Naibas and Kadis Cowiclis Proclamsion No. 62 of 1944, Negrift Gazeca of May 29,

1944. Art. 2 dacrminod Sdictiqa
al. any quesdon rcetrdin marage, including divonz and maintenana, gSurdiansip-

of minrs, azid family relationshp, provided that the marriage to whic the question
reatd was concuded In accardane with Mohammdan law or (he partih a l1
M0haMftdiS.

17 Art. I0 of Decree No. 2 of 1942 and Art. 662 Civ C.
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With all respect. the author feels that "jurisdiction" as such is not the dis-
•positive issue. In his view, Art. 662 and 671 can be reconcled in a way that gives
appropriate scope to both civil and religious authority. Ar 662, establishes the
primacy of the .temporal legal systm and its agencies, in governing what is,
at least insofer e!s that system is concered, a temporal legal relationship -
marriage, It creates rules of general applicability to all. and emtablishevs the
important principle, recognized by the majority, of equal treatment under the law.
In Art. 671, on the other hand, there is embodied a recgnition that parties to
religious marriages may on occasion wish to seek dissolution on religious grounds-
that these grounds, reflecting the dfest of human feelings, arm deserving of
recognition by temporal as well as religious authorities and that the presence or
absence of such grounds is most appropriately to be determined by a religious
tribunal rather than a temporal court.

It is to be remembered that the Decree which withdrew power over temporal
affair. from the Ethiopian Orthodox Church reaffirmed its powers in siritual
affairs. If the Church is unable to prevent its members from obtaining legally
effective divorces on grounds that are not spiritually recognized, it is in no way
required to recognize these temporally valid dissolutions as effective for spiritual
purposes, That is, it is free to condemn such dissolutions as "invalid" and to
inflict "penalties" within its private spiritual jurisdiction over what it considers to
be erring m mben of the Church. The temporal law, even if it validates the
dissolution for temporal purposes. requires no contrary conclusion.

What one comes to ultimately, is the conclusion that the previous hegemony
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church (or any other religious body) over the marital
status of its members has been replaced by the provisions of the Civil Code - in
case of dissolution, by -Arts. 662 ff. This does not affect the Church authorities'
power to annul marriage whier the parties deem it proper to bring their case
to these church authorities. However, it must also be understood that, according
to the Civil Code, even when the Church authorities are called on .to anmul a
religiously celebrated marriage, the parties must still go to the 5adiciary exercising
temporal jurisdiction, who have the final say on whether the marriage is dissolved
for civil purposes.'s In Ethiopia today if a peson who has been marnied according
to his religion (in the case discussed the Ethiopian Orthodox Church) wants to
dissolve his marriage, the ultimate power for the dissolutiom rests with the
temporal authorities and the ultimate basis for the dissolution will be a temporal
rule. In the eyes of the law, marriage ndr Ethiopian law today is prinarily a
temporal rather than a spirimal relationship.

IS One could argue hat if a person consults the Church audthoritie, who give him a
decii, that decsion if abided by in society hs a binding effect that would be legaL
Howear, it is. inevitable that corrolary questions that arise would in some way come
before the temporal anthoitis who have acmtlly bee vested with the power t make
legal dcisons. Thus, it would ccly be a mnr of time untl tie authority ohe church
would be dilted by the actiity of the Civil Corts.
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